Introduction
This paper considers the following problem:
Given a full sublattice A of the integer lattice Z/' in Euclidean space, i.e. a sublattice of full rank k, can we find a lattice A' c Z' which is similar to A and has a fundamental region of smaller volume?
In particular, can we find the least such volume that the fundamental region of such a lattice can have?
This problem has been considered by Cremona and Landau [5] for k 4 4 and by the present author [2] for k = 5. If the lattice A' is isometric to A-"'A, Cremona and Landau give an upper bound for the possible A and show that it is attained for k 5 4. In [2] the present author shows that the Cremona-Landau bound is attained when k = 5 but not for k = 6 or k 2 8. In this paper, by using the theory of rational quadratic forms we obtain an improved bound for A and prove that it is attained for k 5 7 and that it is attained except possibly for a factor of 2 when k = 8. We use the classification of unimodular integral lattices in an essential way. Our methods, unlike the constructive approach of [2] and [5] , are existential in character and the question of finding an algorithm to find the best A' for k > 5 remains open. 
Preliminary results

Let
Rational quadratic forms
To find a better bound than p' 2 1 ig we use the theory of rational quadratic forms (see [7] for definitions and notation). Proof. We use the Corollary to Theorem 9 in Chapter IV of [7] . This states that two rational quadratic forms are equivalent over Q if and only if their ranks, signatures, discriminants and Hasse invariants at each prime are equal. In all cases as Q is positive definite tQ will have the same rank and signature as Q if and only if t > 0. follows.
If now k ~2 (mod4), then k(k -1)/2 is odd and e,>(tQ) = (t, t),,.
By standard properties of the Hilbert symbol, (t, t),, = (-1, t){,. We now use Theorem 1 in Chapter III of [7] to evaluate (t, t)p. If p is odd, the formula gives us and so by quadratic reciprocity e,(tQ) = 1 if p = 1 (mod 4) and e,,(tQ) = H ence all the invariants of Q and tQ are equal and so Q and tQ are equivalent and (ii) is proved. q
(-1) "rd/J(') if p = 3 (mod 4). Hence if Q and tQ are equivalent, then ord,>(t) is even for all p = 3 (mod 4). Conversely, if ord,>(t) is even for all p = 3 (mod 4). then (t, t)P = 1 for all odd p and also (as t > 0) (t, t)% = 1. Now the product formula
We thus define a rational number t to be admissible if Q is equivalent to tQ over 42. Note that admissibility of t depends on k as well as t and that t is admissible if and only if its numerator and denominator are. Hence we have proved the following: 
Proof of the main theorem
We attack the problem by working a prime at a time. Let q either be an admissible prime or the square of a prime and suppose q1 g. We can embed A in a lattice R such that A c R c Z" and q1x.y for all x,y E 0 and 0 is maximal with respect to this condition.
If we can prove Theorem 4 for this 0, it will follow that there is a similarity T of scale factor q-l" with TA c Z". Define a full sublattice A of Zh to be q-divisible if q1x.y for all x,y E A. Also define A to be maximal q-divisible if it is properly contained in no other q-divisible sublattice of Z". If it is a full q-divisible sublattice of Zx, then, as the index IZ/' : A is finite, there exists a maximal q-divisible lattice R c iZk with AC 0. Proof. I claim that 0 _> qZh. For R + q.Z/' is a q-divisible lattice containing R and so by maximality of 0, 0 = R + qZh 1 qZ'. Let fi be the image of 0 in the quotient Z'"/qZ'. As R > qZ" it follows that )Z' : R/ = lZ"/qZ' : fi(. Now the inner product on Zh induces a nonsingular pairing Zh/qZh x Z"/qZ"-+ Z/qZ which we shall also denote by the dot notation.
The q-divisibility of 0 implies that fi.fi = 0. Also if V is a subgroup of Zx/qZh which is isotropic in the sense that V.V= 0, then 11 = {x E Lh I X E V} is a q-divisible lattice containing qZ', where X denotes the reduction of x module q. Hence fi is a maximal isotropic subgroup of ZhlqZ ' and it suffices to show that all such subgroups have index qk", or equivalently have order qh ". Case (i): q = 2. For 2 to be admissible k must be even. Let V be a maximal isotropic subgroup of U = Z'/2Z", a vector space of dimension k over [F?. If u E V, then u.u = 0 and so an even number of the coordinates of u equal 1, and so V c U" = {u E U I C, ui = O}. Also by isotropy V c V-= {u E U I u.V= 0). Let w E U" fl V ' > V. As w E U", w has an even number of coordinates equal to 1 andsow.w=O.AlsoaswEV~,w.u=OforalluEV.Hencethegroup(w)+V is isotropic and so by maximality w E V. We conclude that V= U" n V'. Now we count dimensions of vector spaces over IF,. Note that every subgroup of CJ is an 5,-vector space. Let d be the dimension of V over 1F,. As the inner product is nonsingular the dimension of V-is k -d and clearly the dimension of U" is k-l. Now let k = 8. We may assume that g = h is even and by the above we may reduce to the case where g = h is a power of 2. If g 5 2, we are done, so suppose that 4 divides g. As A is 4-divisible, we can embed A c R with R maximal 4-divisible. By Lemma 3 the lattice 2-'R is unimodular and so isometric to either
Zx or E,. In the former case we an argue as above and reduce h by a factor of 4. Now I claim that there is a sublattice L of Zx isometric to GE,.
Given this claim choose an isometry T with T(2-"')R = L. The map S : x~2~"~Tx is a similarity of scale factor 2-"' with SA c L c Zx. Hence we can reduce g by a factor of 2.
Repeating
we can reduce g to 1 or 2 and the theorem is proved.
Finally the lattice L generated by the rows of the matrix 
